
JYM 2020

Venue:
Online, using Zoom

1st-3rd January, 2021

14-18 yrs

Date:

Age:

This year, it’s free!
Price:

What is JYM?
JYM stands for “Junior Yearly Meeting”, and is a gathering 

for Young Quakers and any young people interested in 

Quakerism throughout Ireland.We usually meet at Easter 

every year for five days (four nights), and take the 

opportunity to meet, discuss, debate, play and learn 

together. 


This year's JYM will be held at New Year's due to the 

coronavirus situation. The event is for young people and 

organised by young Quakers. We aim to provide a caring 

community for young people, and to allow them to build 

friendships which they will carry with them throughout the 

year. 

The theme for Online JYM 2021 is Community. Throughout the course of the few 
days, we will discuss the value of community in our lives and in the workings of the 
world.


Through our sessions we’ll look at how community influences our behaviour and what 
might happen if there was no community around us, and we’ll debate the importance 
of community in our lives. We’ll also discuss how each of us can bring more 
community into our lives.


Theme for Online JYM:

The Remix! 

We’re still hoping to hold JYM in 2021!



Hats or other wacky 
accessories that can 
be seen on camera

Sample Timetable:

What will we be doing?

We start each morning or evening with an intro and games, except for Sunday morning when we 
have an intro and Meeting for Worship for an hour. Then, we will often have the sessions. These 
are run by young people, and you'll be discussing, acting, playing games and engaging with 
people your own age.


The middle of the day on Saturday will be free for a number of hours, and then we'll come 
back together for an evening session.

Some activities we'll do include drawing and guessing 
games, “Guess Who”, “Two Truths & A Lie” and others. 
There is plenty of time to spend talking and getting to know 
people. 


On both evenings we'll hold epilogue: a time of quiet 
reflection, during which a song might be played or someone 
might do a guided meditation; a lovely way to wind down 
after a fun-filled day.

7:00pm

7:45pm

8:00pm


9:00pm 

9:15pm


9:45pm 

10:00pm 

- Intros / Games

- Break

- Session (by Ciara)

- Break

- Base Groups

- In the light

- End

Friday:

7:00pm

7:45pm

8:00pm

9:00pm

9:15pm


10:00pm 

- Intros / Games

- Break

- Session (by Oliver)

- Break

- In the light

- End

9:00am

9:45am


10:00am

11:00am

11:20am

- Intro / Games

- Break

- Base Groups

- Games/Announcements

- End

Saturday:

10:45am

11:00am

12:00pm

- Intro

- Meeting for Worship

- End

Sunday:

What should I bring?

.

..

.

Paper (and lots of it!), a refill pad or stack of scrap 
paper is ideal


A few pens, pencils



Colours/markers 
(optional, pens and 
pencils will also do 
fine)

As you’ll guess, your “packing list” will be very 
different this year, however we’d recommend you 
bring these essentials to Online JYM:



If you’re experiencing any technical difficulties 

throughout the few days, please let the 

organisers know and we’ll do our best to help 

you take part in everything.


If you have any difficulty logging into the 

meeting at the start, please contact Jonny Poole.

Technical difficulties? Base Groups:

Everyone will be assigned to a base group, 

this is your little family for the few days. 


Throughout your 

time at JYM you will 

meet with your 

base group to 

discuss sessions, 

play games and 

chat.

 Jonny Poole
Contact:

Email:

Phone:
jonnypoole@gmail.com



+447935490787

Basic rules of JYM:

No alcohol, no drugs, no inapropriate video 
content/backgrounds.


When you sign the application form you are 
agreeing to these rules. 

Any infringement of the rules may lead to 
participants removed.

We look forward to 
seeing you there!

A few online tips:

Try to stay muted unless you’re 

partaking in an activity which 

requires your mic to be turned on


If you’re comfortable, have your 

video on, we would all love to be 

able to see one another!
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